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About This Game

Experience the thrill of retro racing on crazy tracks in the very first social racer – completely in the style of 8 and 16-bit
classics. Enjoy the reinterpretation of old-school gameplay in combination with perfect controls and the driving beats of unique

artist Bit Shifter!
Be creative: Race on self-designed tracks and share them with people all over the world! Countless level objects and a user-

friendly editor offer you virtually infinite possibilities to let your creativity run free.

Compete against friends and the highest ranking players and beat their times on original tracks and maps created by them! Fight
your way to the top of the global leaderboards!

Thanks to pick-up-and-play controls, you can jump right in and you'll soon be drifting through the bends and speeding along the
virtual tarmac like a pro!

FEATURES

A large selection of tracks and vehicles

Powerful level editor with countless objects and functions

Various control modes to suit everybody's style
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Fresh interpretation of the 8-bit/16-bit style racing games

Fantastic soundtrack by Bit Shifter
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Could be great game if it wasn't tottaly pay to win.. Not complete trash like we have come to expect from these games but the
game isnt that great either. Its a simple and very plain game. You can turn the sounds off if you dont like it which is good since a
few seconds into the game the achievements starts unlocking and goes until they are done, so it has the achievement spam we
have come to love and hate from these games. Another thing to mention is that we have resolution control and can choose
window mode or full screen.
The game will offer you some fun , you have a little cube that you have to get across a field of moving cubes timing it right to
jump your cube across to see how far you can get, so the game does offer some entertainment, even if its just enough to get all
the achievements , for the price the game costs it isnt a bad game you'll get some fun out of it, but buying the game on sale is
much better since it doesnt really have replay value or reason.
. how do i play this game???. Holy crap! I played on a game website and it sucked. now i have this and im having so much fun
exploring the cave! its a great game because if you beat it then you can still play or try out a new mode! also i DO reccomend
doing the wizard skill tree and the combat skill tree first!. Easy to get in. Difficult to master. If you like skill games this is
definitely your stuff. The skill ceiling is incredibly high.
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eh. tried to relive my childhood. now im just sad. if you cant get it for .10 it might be worth it. i played like 20m or something,
just trying to get a grip on how aweful it seemed.. horrible game, don't even bother to try it. no matter how many time i've been
waiting to find a match, it wouldn't find any.. Ignore the user tag about this being an RPG. Also the game description talks about
developing skills. There are no skills that I could tell, and this isn't an RPG. Yes you have an inventory system, but you can't
choose your name, character class, no exp or levelling or skill upgrade system at all that I could see.

Your first couple tasks are easy fetch quests designed to introduce you to the game. Ok, fair enough. Then you fight a rat, Ok,
whatever. Then you are dumped onto a map where 10 bandits swarm you even if you try to sneak past them (there are choke
points that make sneaking past them impossible). Maybe you could defeat a bandit one on one, but you can't isolate or fight
them one on one, so you have to run away from them to the edge of the map. And of course on the next map they magically
have stopped chasing you. After THREE MORE maps of this running away because I can't sneak or fight b.s. I figured I'd had
enough and requested a refund. BTW after less than an hour of gameplay I already had 3 of 7 total achievements, indicating
how shallow and mindless this is.

This feels like a teenager did this. Sure, it's a nice project for a teenager or some weekend warrior programmer with game
design aspirations. But it's absolutely not anywhere near the level where it should be sold on Steam. I'm sorry but Steam needs to
filter games like this out.. This game is awesome, fast paced, strategy game, played with spaming your keys and mouse.. For
fans of point and click adventures, this is a gem. Of all such adventure games I've played, there are more puzzles in this one that
make sense than most. You still end up occasionally resorting to "try everything in the inventory with everything else", but when
you do figure it out, it seems logical instead of absurd. Main characters are likeable, and story is fine. Length is good - not too
short. Highly recommended.. NEEDS IMPROVEMENT

CONS

-I don't think this is worth $2 it
-sound doesn't fit what you are doing - e.g pull out granade loading gun sound
-no one online (really!)

Pros

-not to laggy
-fun idea and cartoon graphics

PS
-I will check the game every-so-offen and might chane my rating
-so far not worth $2. Best RPG Maker game evar! EVAR!!!!!. Morphite reminds me of the old school platformer games, with a
bit of Minecraft, NMS, and Hyper Light Drifter feel to it.

It's a small game with a well-executed concept, nice stylised graphics and it runs like butter.. I love rail shooters/lightgun games
and this one is great!
Heaps of fun and variety, lots of stuff to shoot as well as upgrades and challenges.
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